We describe a methodology for evaluating the statistical performance of information distillation systems and apply it to a simple illustrative example. (An information distiller provides written English responses to English queries based on automated searches/transcriptions/translations of English and foreign-language sources. The sources include written documents and sound tracks.) The evaluation methodology extracts information nuggets from the distiller response texts and gathers them into fuzzy equivalence classes called nugs. The methodology supports the usual performance metrics, such as recall and precision, as well as a new information-theoretic metric called proficiency, which measures how much information a distiller provides relative to all of the information provided by a collection of distillers working on a common query and corpora. Unlike previous evaluation techniques, the methodology evaluates the relevance, granularity, and redundancy of information nuggets explicitly.
Information Distillers
An autonomous information distiller takes written queries as inputs, and in response, automatically gathers, transcribes, translates (if necessary), and distills relevant information from multilingual text and speech sources. The distiller outputs the distilled information in a readable document written in the same language as the query. The distiller also identifies all of the source files that support each fact or assertion in the distilled information. Precise distillers produce concise clean output: they avoid presenting redundant, mistranscribed, mistranslated, or irrelevant information. Completely thorough distillers miss nothing: they report all of the relevant information in the corpora being queried. This paper discusses a methodology for statistically evaluating the information content of distiller responses. The handling of document citations, the usability, readability, and utility of the responses, and translation quality metrics are not discussed in this paper. Although our evaluation methodology was developed to support the GALE (Global Autonomous Language Exploitation) program, 1 2 it is also applicable to other evaluations that share similar objectives. The methodology is based on analyzing the nuggets of information contained in the distiller's response. The nuggets may either be manually produced by annotators, as they are in the GALE program or as in the original Pyramid approach for evaluating summaries (Nenkova-Passonneau, 2003) , or the nuggets may be automatically extracted, as in (Zhou-Hovy, 2007; ZhouHovy, 2006) . However, even if nuggets are extracted automatically, the statistical methodology described here does require some manual annotation because annotators must assign relevance weights to the relatively precise and specific nuggets, and they must assign degrees of membership to any relatively imprecise nuggets that partially overlap more specific nuggets.
Evaluation Objectives
A primary objective of GALE is to compare the performance of several automatic machine distillers with multilingual human distillers (who use only consumer software tools for word processing, reviewing audio, and file searching). Our evaluation methodology supports all of the standard statistical metrics for information extraction as well as several new ones, such as a citation weighted F metric, a rightness metric, and an information-theoretic proficiency metric, which are defined in Section 6. A distiller is allowed to produce any readable response text that is consistent with the sources; there are no significant structural constraints on the distiller output. A valid response may be a sequence of direct quotes from the sources, or it may include paraphrases or summaries of source material. The distiller is free to use any kind of wording in its responses, as long as the resulting response is readable and free of redundancy. Therefore, a major objective of the evaluation is to evaluate the information content of unstructured responses. If two distillers use completely different wording but provide exactly the same information with the same redundancies, then their responses should be evaluated as being equivalent. In practice, one response may be more readable than the other, but this issue is ignored in the present methodology. Our evaluation for GALE combines scoring of both query responses and document retrieval, but this paper deals only with the analysis of the query responses and does not address the evaluation of document citations.
There have been a number of formal evaluations of document retrieval systems (TREC, 2005) , and while these evaluations have some points of contact with the evaluation described in this paper, the more relevant comparison is with evaluations of query answering systems such as those done in the query answering track in ") The open-ended nature of the queries in Gale has implications for the method of evaluation. The relevance of a response becomes harder to judge, and it becomes more important to have a finer grained measure of relevance than that used for more narrowly focused queries. For openended queries, the specificity of a response also becomes important, and specificity is a different dimension than relevance. ("John was in Italy" is less specific than "John was in Rome, Italy," but both are fully relevant to the question "Where has John been?") In the TREC-2005 query answer track, qualitative notions of specificity and relevance were combined in the evaluation metrics in such a way that their individual contributions to response quality could not be determined. One of the primary goals in the development of our evaluation methodology was to find a principled way of independently measuring relevance and specificity and combining the two in calculations of precision, recall, and other evaluation metrics.
Experimental Design
The GALE Phase-2 evaluation corpora 3 include source files from three languages (English, Farsi, and Mandarin), two media types (text and audio), unstructured formats (Internet chat rooms and TV talk shows), and structured formats (news wire and radio/TV news shows). Therefore the data space is partitioned into twelve cells, each corresponding to a different (language, media type, structure class) trio. For each of these cells, we generate four or five queries by putting the names of persons, organizations, or countries into the blank fields of query templates.
Data Analysis
Each distiller produces snippets of text in their responses. A snippet is defined to be a sentence or meaningful sentence fragment that answers, or partially answers, the query. We analyze each snippet to determine how many nuggets of information it contains. Nuggetization details for GALE are discussed in (Babko-Malaya, 2008) and will not be discussed here. A single distiller, or a pair of distillers, may provide two nuggets that mean nearly the same thing, although their wordings are different. These two nuggets are grouped together in a set, which we call a nug. 4 If another distiller provides a third nugget that means essentially the same thing as the first two, then we put it into the nug too.
In this way, we can determine
• how many nuggets of information each distiller provides
• whether or not a distiller provides redundant nuggets (more than one nugget in a nug)
• whether or not a distiller has missed nuggets that were found by other distillers
• whether or not two different distillers provide nuggets that mean essentially the same thing.
The meaning of a nug is defined to be the meaning of its most precise nugget. Some nugs are better than others because they are more relevant to the query. To measure pertinence to the query, annotators assign a relevance weight to each nug. Moreover, some of the nuggets inside a nug may be better than other nuggets in it because their meanings more nearly match the nug's meaning. To reflect these granularity differences, annotators assign a degree of membership to each nugget in a nug. Degrees of membership and relevance weights are numbers in the unit interval [0, 1]. If there is only one nugget in a nug, its degree of membership is exactly 1, because this nugget conveys the exact meaning of the nug. Annotators assign every nugget to a nug. Infrequently they assign a nugget to more than one nug, and then only if its meaning overlaps more than one nug. A nugget in more than one nug has degrees of membership in the nugs that sum to at most 1. This guarantees that each nugget contributes no more than one count total to the contingency table. In summary, the relevance weight of a nug measures how relevant the meaning of the nug is to answering the query. The degree of membership assigned to a nugget measures how nearly the meaning of the nugget matches the meaning of its nug. Those nuggets that are less precise than others in the nug have degrees of membership less than 1.
Statistical Methodology
Our statistical methodology is based on contingency tables, which follow standard practice. However, to capture information provided by relevance weights and degrees of membership, we use fuzzy set theory to compute the counts in the contingency • Relevant (x = 1) and included in the distiller's response (y = 1)
• Irrelevant or redundant (x = 0) and included in the distiller's response (y = 1)
• Relevant (x = 1) and excluded from the distiller's response (y = 0)
• Irrelevant (x = 0) and excluded from the distiller's response (y = 0).
The contingency table has the following layout
We construct this table for each distiller-query pair. Suppose that we are dealing with distiller A. We use the following formulas, in which summations extend over all of the nugs produced by all human and machine distillers being evaluated, R k is the relevance weight for nug k, D k is the degree of membership of the most precise nugget contributed to nug k by distiller A (note that D k = 0 if A has no nugget in the nug):
Estimate based on character counts.
Here
is the effective number of redundant nuggets from distiller A in nug k, and D kj is the degree of membership of distiller A's j th redundant nugget in the kth nug. These formulas guarantee that each nug contributes no more than one count per nug to the contingency table. Moreover, when a count is split among two or more cells, the split is defined so that the redundancy and degree-of-membership contributions to it are statistically independent of each other.
Performance Metrics

Empirical Probability Model
We compute statistical performance metrics for distiller A in two steps. First the contingency table is used to specify a joint probability matrix P XY for the two indicator variables x and y,
The empirical joint probability model P (x, y) is computed by dividing each count in the contingency table by the total number of counts. From this model, many performance metrics may be computed. For example,
Comments on CW F -value This metric penalizes the distiller if its document citations are deficient in either citationrecall or citation-precision. The citation-weighted CW recall in the definition of CW F -value is not expressible in terms of the joint probability matrix P (x, y), because CW recall is a weighted sum of the mean degrees of membership of the distiller's nuggets,
where N is the total number of nugs,D n is the mean degree of membership of the distiller's nuggets in nug n, and F C n is the F -value for the document citations provided by the distiller for the nuggets in nug n. We use the square root of F C n to soften the impact of low F -values on citationweighted recall.
Comments on rightness Rightness is the fraction of the observed nuggets (right, wrong, and missing) that are expected to be right. The rightness metric is a lower bound on both precision and recall. In fact, rightness equals precision if recall equals 1, and rightness equals recall if precision equals 1. In terms of sample counts, rightness = # right / (# right + # wrong + # missing).
Comment on accuracy This is an uninteresting metric for large corpora, because P (y = x = 0) is very close to 1, and hence, accuracy is very close to 1 no matter what the distiller does.
Proficiency metric We also use a calibrated and normalized information-theoretic metric, which we call proficiency (White et al, 2004) ,
where I XY is the mutual information between x and y, while H X and H Y are the entropies of x and y. These are defined as
in which we set "0 log 2 0" equal to 0.
Proficiency takes values on the unit interval [0, 1]. Like the F -value, proficiency is a metric that penalizes a distiller for both missing and wrong information nuggets. However, unlike the F -value, proficiency also takes into account how large the test corpora are. The proficiency measures the fraction of information that is actually delivered by the distiller, relative to the total information delivered by all of the distillers. Thus, if a distiller A delivers 75% of the information provided by all of the distillers in the evaluation, then distiller A has a proficiency of 0.75.
Bayesian Probability Model
A practical problem arises when the contingency table contains one, or more, zeros because certain possible outcomes were not observed in the experiment. Such zeros are typically caused by small sample sizes. If the zeros appear in the probability model, then some metrics may be undefined.
To avoid this impasse, we recommend using a Bayesian approach to specifying the probability matrix P (x, y), which prevents zeros from appearing in the final posterior model. The Bayesian approach is particularly suited to comparing machine distillers with human distillers, because the effects of the prior densities on ratios of machine-to-human metrics is quite reasonable. In the Bayesian approach, 5 before any experimental results are entered, all distillers are assigned the same prior noninformative contingency table:
which initially puts all of the distillers on the same neutral playing field. The counts computed from formulas (1) thru (3) are then added to their corresponding prior counts. The resulting contingency table, when normalized to produce a joint probability matrix, yields a Bayesian posterior model, 6 which contains strictly non-zero probabilities.
Distillation Examples
The GALE program is in-progress, and DARPA has not released any official results yet. Therefore, we provide examples of applying our statistical methodology to some hypothetical distillation data, which we crafted to support our pedagogical objectives. Because of space constraints, we consider just four hypothetical distillers, A, B, C, and D, although the methodology handles any number.
Example Query
Consider the query "How are Joan and Bill related to each other?" Table 1 contains examples of information nuggets from four responding distillers. Each nug has the indicated relevance to the query, and each nugget has a degree-ofmembership (DM) in each related nug. Distiller A's nugget "They are joint authors." is imprecise and overlaps both nugs in meaning. Therefore, the annotator assigned this nugget a DM = 0.5 in both nugs. Distiller B provided two nuggets that precisely fit into their respective nugs. Therefore, the DMs are both equal to 1. Distiller C failed to provide a nugget that fits into the first nug, so its DM for this nug is zero. Distiller C also made a redundancy error: C reported two identical nuggets for the second nug. Distiller D failed to report any nuggets that fit the two nugs and so received DMs of zero for each missing nugget.
Another Example Query
Consider the query, "Where is Joan?" In this example, we are assuming that the street address of her location is being requested. Table 2 presents nugs and nuggets for this query, based on the responses from the four distillers. All the responses are inadequate to get full credit. The best nuggets come from distillers B and C, which identify the city and country of her location. So they both have DM = 1.0 for these best nuggets. However, distiller C makes the error of providing a redundant, imprecise nugget, which has DM = 0.5. The best nuggets fail to provide the desired street address of Joan's location, so the annotator assigns a relevance of only 0.5 to the resulting nug.
Example Contingency Tables
The contingency table for a specific distiller is formed by (1) computing the incremental contributions from each nug according to the relevance and DM metrics in Table 2 and (2) then adding the incremental contributions together to produce the table. Table 3 shows the incremental contributions to the contingency tables for each distiller. These increments (fractional counts) are computed by using equations (1) -(4). Note that the incremental contributions for each nugget sum to exactly 1 count, except for redundant nuggets, which contribute only to the #wrong count according to their degree of membership in the nug. 
The final full contingency tables are obtained from the partial ones by making two additions to each where #char is the number of characters in the irrelevant text, and the mean density of nuggets in the irrelevant text from each distiller is assumed to be 40 non-blank characters/nug. In practice, this density is determined by nuggetizing a body of irrelevant text for the distillers and determining the density empirically. Suppose that the distillers submitted the amount of irrelevant text shown in Table 4 . The resulting full contingency tables are 
The empirical joint probability distribution P XY for each distiller is computed by normalizing each full contingency matrix.
Example Performance Metrics
Given the raw empirical probability distribution P XY , the precision, recall, rightness, and proficiency metrics may be computed for each distiller by using equations (6)- (8) and (12) -(14. The metrics are displayed in Table 5 . The precision for distiller D is NaN (not a number) because it is undefined: there is no empirical evidence whatsoever regarding the precision of this distiller. Also, all of the metrics for Distiller C are zeros, which is an extreme conclusion based on very little evidence. These undesirable, extreme, and unrealistic values are caused by the use of empirical probabilities when the sample sizes are too small for a classical approach to make much sense. The Bayesian approach in contrast, wherein 1 count is added to each cell in each full contingency table prior to normalization, provides well-defined metrics that do not overstate what is being deduced from small data samples. The resulting more realistic metrics are shown in Table 6 . All of the resulting metrics assume moderate values, and the proficiency values provide a clear rank ordering of the distillers. Such a rank ordering was not available in Table 5 , because both distillers C and D had zero proficiencies. Note that the rightness provides a different rank ordering than the proficiency. This difference arises because rightness tends to put the most weight on whichever of recall and precision is the smaller. In contrast, proficiency tends to put more weight on recall, because recall is most directly connected with finding information, while precision is more directly connected with user satisfaction at seeing clean output from the distiller. 
Conclusions
We have described a methodology for evaluating the statistical performance of information distillation systems. The methodology assumes that annotators have identified relevant and possibly redundant information nuggets in the responses from the distillers. The methodology also assumes that the nuggets have been collected into equivalence classes called nugs, which contain nuggets conveying essentially the same information with possibly differing degrees of precision. The methodology provides a direct means for distinguishing between distillers based on the relevancy of the information they provide, the density of relevant information in their response text, and the quantity of undesirable redundant information. Moreover, the methodology gives proper credit to a distiller, regardless of the exact wording it uses to express relevant information. Some simple pedagogical examples show how we apply the methodology in practice.
